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Have desktop simplicity and security while delivering 

business applications such as Office 365 from our central 
true private cloud to any device.
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The ability for employees and enterprises to work 

remotely is increasingly important in a rapidly 

changing world.

Get the most out of your IT budget and increase 

flexibility with the high-security, hassle-free remote 
working solutions supported by our experienced 
technical professionals.

Access your software, emails, files, and Microsoft 
applications securely from anywhere, anytime and on 
any device.

Welcome To Cloud PC

Have Questions? 

Call us on 0345 683 11 11, email us 

on info@silver-lining.com or chat 

with us on our website.

Call us on 0345 683 11 11 or
visit us at silver-lining.com

Cloud PC: Your Gateway Into 

Limitless Efficiency & Security

24/7 UK-based support is available to all of your 
team, irrespective of where they are in the world. 
Save on costs with your current IT capability, whether 
outsourced or making in-house management easy. 

Cost-effective IT Support 24/7

With BYOD, end users can plug and play with 
proportionate security controls and monitoring of 

these devices so they are sufficiently secured.

Bring Your Own Device

Adopt a scalable, cloud-based platform that offers 
the resiliency needed to meet change head-on with 
flexible deployment options across private and public 
clouds.

Scaleable & Resilient 

Your business-critical data is safely stored and 
backed up to the cloud, with no data stored locally or 
able to be copied onto user devices.

Secure Data Storage



No matter what happens, as reliable Cloud PC 
providers, we’ll help to ensure business continuity so 
your customers won’t notice any disruptions. 

Disaster Recovery

Lower your carbon footprint, lower your emissions, 
and help preserve the environment for future 

generations without sacrificing capability. 

Reduce Your Carbon Footprint

Work Anytime, Anywhere, 

on Any Device.

Minimise logistics and related costs of shipping 
hardware back and forth, reduce the cost of 
maintaining and supporting physical hardware as well 

as support BYOD to save on endpoint costs.

Control Your Costs

With a Cloud PC, you can access your favourite 
software, productivity apps and collaborate on 
documents such as Office 365, all from anywhere, on 
any device.

Office 365 Access

What Can You Expect From Our Cloud PC Solution?

Our Cloud PC allows ultimate flexibility and security, 
with all applications running centrally within the 

Cloud environment. With data stored centrally 
across a virtual environment, you can work from any 
computer, Windows, Mac, even Chromecast via our 
Private Cloud or over the internet.

Using a Cloud PC allows us to publish the latest 
software and applications directly to your desktop, 
removing the headaches of software management, 
significant purchases, and the need for specialised 
hardware and support. (Think of it like virtual IT).

Silver-Lining can also ensure no Ransomware occurs 
on all infrastructure given the current security 

dynamic.

Familiar Windows Environment & Work 

With Your Favorite Software
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How It Works:
You simply need a device and a data connection to 

access our secure cloud platform. With these two 

things, you can access a network environment where 
you will see applications as if they were loaded onto 

your machines.

We use state-of-the-art technology to ensure fast 
connection speeds without sacrificing security or 
privacy at any point in the process.

Low Latency & Security

Great for disaster recovery by improving centralised 

management of devices and ensuring that you are 

back online as quickly as possible if an outage occurs.

Fault Tolerance & Resilience

Your clients can connect at speeds up to 10 Gbps 

from anywhere in the world with our internet layer, 
reducing the likelihood of slow or unreliable internet. 

High Speed Connectivity to Anywhere

Our Application Layer offers an efficient way to 
deploy applications faster while also allowing you to 

add new features as needed.

Efficiency & Flexibility

Why We Do It:

You’re In Safe Hands
We are one of the largest IT and communications 

managed service providers, growing bigger every 
day. This is because our solutions are underpinned by 

the ideal combination of innovation, assurance and 
experience.

GDPR Compliant

Our solution is fully 

GDPR compliant with 
robust industry-leading 
security included as 

standard.

Your data is regularly 

backed up daily across 

our ISO-accredited data 
centres with full file 
restore available.

Daily Backups

Hosted In The UK

Our Cloud PCs are exclusively hosted and 
replicated across 14 UK-based datacentres, 
meaning your desktop will always be available. 

We are proud to present a list of our certifications 
that each of the Silver Lining family upholds and 

works to. They are a testament to our team’s hard 
work and dedication to their work and our values as a 

business.



Over 14 Years of experience

Bespoke set up within 24 hours

100% Windows Compatible

Reduce existing IT costs

99.98% network uptime

Deployed to 1,000’s of users worldwide
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 Call us on 0345 683 11 11 or
visit us at silver-lining.com

Cloud PC is the ultimate machine to deliver business 
applications like Microsoft office from our central 
core to any device.

Looking For A More

Flexible IT Strategy?

It’s time to get your business equipped 
with our powerful Cloud PC solution.

Speak to our experts at Silver Lining 
today, who can help you make the 
transition with ease. We can talk to 

you through the process, explain how 
everything works, and discuss how it 
will benefit your business.

Call us on 0345 683 11 11, email us on 

info@silver-lining.com or chat

with us on our website.

Request Your Free 

Consultation & Demo


